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Fire Engine: mqw -77!

H 35" W 29" L 68"
Options: Island or Wall, LocksElephant:

H 35" W 24" L 70"
Options: Pneumatic Tilt, 2 step back, Island or Wall
The Elephant will make your patients feel calm and comfortable.
A short climb and they are aboard the Elephant. Large cabinets
are lockable and include adjustable shelves.

A:1
Space Rocket:....R
H 33" W 26" L 68"
Options: Tilt, 2 step back, Island or Wall, Locks
Blast off your exams with the Space Rocket. A two step
walk up back with a retractable bottom step makes
boarding fun and efficient. Lockable doors open to expose
the large cargo bay equipped with adjustable shelves.

Safari 4x4: _qw
H 35"W29"L68"
Options: Island or Wall, Locks

Submarine: v<- _
H 35"W24" L70"-(72")
Options: Pneumatic Tilt, 2 step back, Island or Wall, Locks
Your patients will feel like a captain aboard the Submarine.
It features a two step walk up back that will reduce
lifting and save you time. Below the 2" thick comfort
pad are large cabinets with adjustable shelves.

>-*- Hippo:
H35" W24" L 72"

Options: Tilt, 2 step back, Island or Wall, Locks
The Hippo is sure to make your patients smile and
feel relaxed. The walk up back reduces lifting and

the pneumatic tilt increases patient comfort.

Infant Station:~

Options: Paper Dispenser, No Scale, Fixed Base, Locks
The Infant Station makes weighing and measuring quick and easy.
The digital scale can be operated with the push of a button. Large
numbers are easy to read along the articulating infantometer.
Mobilize your Infant Station with lockable 5i" non-marking wheels.
Order in any color or combination.

4 -. Multi Orbital:
w ~~~~H34" W 24" L 5i8"-(72")

Options: Drawers, Tilt, Locks
This colorful Multi Orbital is a fresh alternative to traditional
wooden h-brace tables. It features 3" steel legs with leveling

glides and storage shelf. The vacuum formed seamless pad with
Naugahydel shell is available in an optional 30" X 72" size.

Goodtime Medical offers a variety of pediatric and general treatment tables to meet your needs aiid put your patients at ease. All tables
are shippedfully assembled and are available in 14 different colors. Table pads can be ordered in White, Grey, or Slate Grey. O)ptional table

heights and locks are available. Visit our web sitefor more products and iiiformationi (4 www.examtables.com.

Patent # DES 383,543

Patents Pending
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http:ftwww.ex-amtables.com/

Children's Seating:
Features: 13 Colors, Stackable, 3 sizes
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GOODTIMEMEDICAL 5410W. Roosevelt Chicago, IL 60644 773-626-5000 Fax 773-626-5015




